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CHAPTER ONE\
INTRODUCTION
The problems facing the taxi sector within the labour market relate principally to the level ofwages, working conditions, insecure employment tenure and rudimentary social security nets.The evidence suggests that employees in the taxi industry are relatively powerless, workingwithout formal contracts and without many of the benefits (such as paid leave) prescribed inthe Basic Conditions ofEmployment Act.
This report will present the results of a snapshot survey on specific issues identified by theDepartment of Labour, focussing on:
0 The various types of employment relationships within the sector0 Current wages payable within the sector0 Current conditions of employment, especially the arrangement ofworking time0 Social security benefits
TERMS OFREFERENCE
The terms of reference for this research are:
remuneration in respect of all the classes of employees in the taxi sector in the Republic ofSouth Africa. The results of the study should include, but not only limited to:
(a) Labour market information(1) Labourforce composition(i1) Conditions ofemployment(iiz) Remuneration (Snapshot research)
(b) Socio-Economic information(0) Social security
(d) Employmentfigures in the taxi sector
(6) Hours ofwork - long and local distances
0) Methods ofremuneration based on long and local operations(g) Employer/employee relationship
g
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(h) Conditions ofemployment such as leave provisions(1) Economic nature andprofitability ofthe taxi sector
METHODOLOGY
0 a questionnaire that was directed to drivers, ando a questionnaire that was designed to obtain information fiom taxi owners.
The survey information was collected during March and April 2003. The provinces that wereselected for the study were: Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and Limpopo. The employer sampleconsisted of 15 respondents in each province, giving a total of45 respondents.
The employee survey was only administered to taxi driversl. The sample was stratified byprovince, the type of area in which the taxi driver operated (either metropolitan, small urbanor rural) and by the distances driven by the drivers (either long or short distances).
The table below gives the distribution of the realised sample by these categories:
K.
1 We thus did not collect any information from either fare-collectors, rank marshals or administrative personnel.
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Type ofTrip
Province Type of Area Long distance ,
Metropolitan 43 32 75Gauteng Small Urban 46 26 72
Total
Metropolitan r
KwaZulu-Natal Rural
 
      Limpopo Rural
Metropolitan
Small UrbanAll
Table 1: Distribution of sample, by Province, type of area and type of driving
   443
In the remainder of the report we will, for analysis purposes, combine the small-urban andrural categories.
The data was cleaned and captured into two separate databases by C A S E. These werehanded over to the DPRU for the analysis and report writing.
STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT
Chapter 2 — provides an outline of the historical evolution and labour force composition ofthe taxi sector.
Chapter 3 — analyses the responses from the employer survey.
Chapter 4 — analyses the responses from the employee survey.Chapter 5 — provides an analysis of stakeholder responses and submissions Which formedpart of the public hearings
Chapter 6 — provides a discussion of some of the key socio-economic issues that serve as auseful backdrop when addressing the determination ofwages and conditions of employment.
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EVOLUTION OF THE TAXI INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AFRICAThe minibus taxi industry emerged during the 1980s. Prior to 1987, transportation for Black
this appears to be an underestimate.
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Matiko (1989) notes that within law, taxi drivers are employees and can invoke rights to
specific entitlements. They are entitled to UIF3, leave and Workers’ Compensation benefits.
Drivers do not normally get any of these benefits.
Recapitalisation is aimed at solving the problem of ageing taxi fleets and addressing the road
usage and road safety problems caused by the large numbers of vehicles currently operating.
It is proposed that 18 and 35-seater vehicles replace the existing ageing and unsafe fleets.
Taxi operators are to hand in their vehicles and receive a scrapping allowance“.
PROFILE OF THE TAXI SECTOR
In 2001, it was estimated that the minibus taxi industry carries 65% of commuters and it is
estimated that there are 130 00 minibus taxis in operation in South Africa.[then or now? If
then, use past tense, e.g. “carried”, “was”.] There are approximately 80 00 employed workers
in this sector. It is also estimated that the taxi industry earns upwards of R9bn a year in
revenueS.[ditto]
Barrett (2001) states that in 1999, the transport sector contributed 10% of SA’s GDP. This
calculation excludes, amongst others, the minibus taxi industry. If this was included, the
percentage could reach 13%. The transport sector also accounts for 16% of all new investment
(R 18.6 billion) in 1999. Over and above this, one has to consider the industry’s annual
expenditure on goods like fuel, tyres, servicing, repairs and many other associated activities.
Barrett (2001) however indicates that this sector is on aggregate not profitable. Kang (1998)
notes that because the taxi industry is highly labour-intensive, labour costs usually account
for more than 50% of operating costs".
While some aspects of the industry are regulated others are not. On the one hand, taxi owners
and drivers must obtain vehicle and drivers’ licenses just like other road users. On the other
hand, there is little enforcement of regulations governing employment.
 
3 Unemployment Insurance Fund
4 www.polity.org.za
5 Statistics taken from African Business Magazine, Dec 2001
6 The employers survey indicates that labour costs account for 50% ofoperating costs.
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LABOUR FORCE COMPOSITION
Some taxi owners are self—employed, drive their own vehicle, and do not employ others.These owner-dn'vers are not the focus of this report. Most taxi owners employ others to drivetheir vehicles and to perform other tasks. They and their employees are the focus of this
The present report is primarily concerned with the wages and conditions of employment oftaxi drivers, but also estimates the wages of fare—collectors.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESPONSES FROM EMPLOYER SURVEY
The following chapter provides an overview of the survey findings on the wages and workingconditions of drivers in the minibus taxi sector. Since we have collected data fiom bothemployers and employees we will be able to compare employer and driver perceptions of theconditions in the minibus taxi sector.
PROFILE OF TAXI OWNERS7
The taxi owners in our sample tended to be:
 
      0 Male. About 40 years old
. In the business for about 10 years, although owners in non-metropolitanareas appear to have established themselves more recently.
     
    
 
We will, as far as possible, disaggregate the survey results for taxi owners by their area ofoperation (either metropolitan or non-metropolitan) and by the type of taxi-travel they provide(either long-distance, short-distance or some combination). The restricted number ofinterviews conducted means that we have to be cautious about extrapolating from theseresults, and in almost all instances we will consider the impact of the two factors we haveidentified independently rather than simultaneously.
The table below shows the distribution of the surveyed employers by area of operation andtype of taxi-travel:
x
7 Since we have only interviewed 45 taxi owners the results pertaining to employers should be interpreted with caution.
:5
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Distances travelled
Total
 
Table 2: Area of operation and type of taxi-travel operated
The 45 taxi owners interviewed were evenly distributed between metropolitan (23 employers)and non-metropolitan8 (22) areas. By design we completed an equal number of interviewswith long and short-distance operators.
The taxi owners interviewed were overwhelmingly male (44 of the 45 owners) andapproximately 40 years old on average. Ages ranged from 28 to 63.
Length of Service
Total
Table 3: Employers, by age of business and location
There appears to be a correlation between length of service and the location of the employer —taxi owners in metropolitan areas tend to be more established while those in non-metropolitanareas are more likely to have started their business within the last 10 years.
The majority of employers (37 of 45) entered the taxi industry as their main form of incomegeneration, i.e. the taxi industry provided the main source of their income, with the bulk ofthese starting off as drivers. The remainder retained their previous form of employment whenthey entered the industry, possibly treating the taxi industry as an investment opportunity.
~N—
8 Non-metropolitan areas include those areas designated as ‘small urban’.
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The 45 owners together own 125, and operate 127 taxis9. The majority of these taxis (115 ofthe 125, or 90%) have been fully paid for, with the remainder subject to some form offinancing agreement.
 
Employment Levels
The 45 employers in the survey employ a total of 149 permanent staff, the majority (117 or79%) ofWhom are drivers. A further 45 staff — 38 of Whom are drivers — are employed on anoccasional basis.
       _38_84%_155_80%
M.-
Table 5: Employment reported by owners, by type of employee
             
             
    
asked — these differences will be noted where necessary.
g
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The distribution of operational costs does not differ between metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas — in both cases approximately 50% of costs attributed to salary paymentsand a further 40% on maitenance and fuel.
PROFITABILITY
Owners were asked to estimate their net income (Le. income after expenses) derived fiomoperating their taxi business in the past month”.
      
    
 
generates approximately R 5,000 during each month.
the individual responses considered.
H The standard errors for these means are: Metropolitan - 330, Non-metropolitan — 41 1, All — 259.
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CHAPTER FOUR
 it.
The table below displays the distribution of the taxi drivers by the key variables we Will use inthe subsequent analysis: the type of area in which the driver operates (either metropolitan or
large employers in the employer responses, the larger numberof drivers interviewed might have enabled us to discern differences in employment conditions between small and large
   Cwmg F$é~§§§
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Metropolitan
Non-Metropolitan
Long distance   
 
Table 9: Drivers, by type of area and type of driving
The taxi drivers interviewed were evenly distributed between metropolitan and non-
metropolitan areas. Although more interviews were conducted with short—distance drivers in
non-metropolitan areas, this should not be interpreted as a substantive difference in the
structure of the industry — the selection procedures for drivers specified an approximate 2:1
split between short and long distance drivers.
As mentioned previously, approximately 85% of drivers worked for a single employer, and
almost all of these were paid a fixed monthly or weekly wage. This distribution did not vary
significantly by either the type of area in which the driver worked or the predominant type of
driving in which they engaged.
A small proportion of taxi drivers (approximately 5% of those interviewed) indicated that, in
addition to their driving duties they were expected to perform minor maintenance tasks on
their vehicle.
Almost all drivers (93%) reported that they have their Public Driving Permit (PDP). Drivers
who indicated that they did not have their PDP were most likely to operate either in non-
metropolitan areas or on short-distance routes (10% of drivers in each of these categories did
not have their permit).
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
Working as a driver in the taxi industry is a dangerous and demanding occupation. The hours
are long (approximately 12 hours a day, in most cases for 7 days a week), the pay is relatively
W4»:gm: {lrmgfi‘rm 33W
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low (an average of approximately R 1,200 per month) and there are ever-present dangersassociated with driving a taxi.
We asked drivers which aspects of the industry they like least:
Violence
 
 
Table 10: Least-liked aspects of the taxi-industry
The least-liked aspects of working in the taxi industry appear to be violence (mentioned by36% of all drivers who answered the question) and conditions of employment (35%, usuallymentioning the low level ofpay, the long hours or the lack of leave).
of formalised contracts between employers and employees — only 1% of drivers had a writtencontract, 8% had a verbal contract and the remainder had no formal arrangement with their
absence of a written one? This means that it cannot be 8%.] One of the consequences of theabsence of formal contractual arrangements is that employment in the industry can be quitetenuous and that disputes about conditions of employment may often be settled by dismissal.
from drivers Who may have lefl the industry.
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Abusive or violent relationship with owner 7%
Dangerous working conditions 6%Left for betterjob “ 3%
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In most cases the taxi-driver indicated that no reason was given for the dismissal. The tenuous
nature of employment in the taxi industry can be seen in the detailed responses of two
respondents:
Most owners would tell you to rest, all ofa sudden they employ another driver
Owners take their car keys. That is the end ofjob without a reason
Those respondents who gave reasons for their dismissal tended to cite accidents as the most
common cause —— although without specifying Whether the accident was their fault or not.
[It is obviously possible, and even probable, that these taxi drivers may not been open with
the true reasons for their dismissa1.]
DISTANCES DRIVEN
Only 341 of the 445 drivers interviewed answered the question about the average distance
they cover per day. We have reclassified the answers obtained into two categories — below
300 km and greater than 301 km per day”.
    
 
   
 
Distance Travelled (km)<=300 >=301
Metropolitan 10% 90%-- 45% 55%
Non-Metropolitan 31% 69%
Table 13: Average distances travelled by drivers, by type of area and type of driving
     
   
      
Not surprisingly, long-distance drivers tended to cover longer distances than short-distance
drivers — 80% of long-distance drivers covered more than 300 km per day compared to only
30% of short-distance drivers. Among short-distance drivers there were no differences in
average distances travelled between metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas. However, the
available evidence does seem to indicate that long—distance drivers based in metropolitan
14 In addition to the large numbers of missing values the question was, in general, very poorly answered - estimates of the
distances covered per day ranged from 12 km to 2400 km. We have thus chosen the median value as the break point for the
variable for distance covered per day.
M
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areas will, on average, cover greater distances than their non-metropolitan counterparts — 90%of such drivers in metropolitan areas covered more than 300 km per day compared to 70% innon-metropolitan areas. The number of employers worked for did not appear to influence thedistances covered.
  Method of Payment %Fixed Wage   
 
Table 14: Method of Payment
The bulk of drivers are paid a fixed wage (either monthly or weekly) and small proportionsare either paid hourly or daily, or receive a commission based on the amount of revenue
Ii :9
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none of the drivers interviewed had any money deducted fiom their salaries for UIF and onlytwo of the 45 employers indicated that they incurred UIF costs.
Current Wages for Drivers
We have three sources of information for the wages paid to drivers:
0 the wage costs per taxi incurred by owners;
0 taxi-owners’ direct responses to the question ofwages paid to drivers;0 taxi-drivers’ direct responses.
The table below presents these three estimates from the available data:
Source of Information “
Taxi-owners estimated wage cost per taxi per month 1201
Taxi-owners estimate ofmonthly salary of taxi-driver 1882Taxi-drivers' estimate of monthly salary 1202
Table 15: Average monthly wages for taxi-drivers
  
  
    
      
       
There is a close correlation between the estimated average operating cost per taxi and thedrivers’ estimate of their monthly wage. The owners’ estimate of drivers’ salaries isconsiderably higher than either of the other two figures.
The only significant variation that is reported in drivers’ wages occurs between metropolitanand non-metropolitan areas — it appears that drivers in metropolitan areas earn, on average,R 200 more than their non-metropolitan counterparts.
N—
15 This is the number of taxi’s upon which the calculation was based.
 fikaama few
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Mean Std. ErrorN
Short distance 127 1298 35Metropolitan Long distance 78 1296 46Total 205 1297
0
m 209 1110 29
Long distance 124 1262 41
Table 16: Average monthly wages for taxi-drivers as reported by drivers,and type of driving
 
        
    
    
    
by area of operation
FAIR MINIMUM WAGE — DRIVERS’ PERCEPTIONSWe asked drivers for their perceptions of a fair wage for tasks they performed in the taxiindustry.
      
95% CI“. for Mean
Lower UpperProposed Minimum Monthly Salary17 2199 2143 2255Taxi—owners estimated wage costper taxi per month 1201Taxi-owners estimate ofmonthly salary Oftaxi—driver I882
    
       
          
     
      
d by taxi owners. Therewere no differences in the preferred wage by the type of driving undertaken18 but there weresignificant variations by the location of the driver.
xx
16 Confidence interval
to the figures that require less arbitrary manipulation.
18 Short-distance drivers were more likely to specify a daily or hourly wage, and these figures have not been included in ourcalculations.
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95% CI. for MeanProposed Minimum Monthly Salary UpperMetropolitan 2323 2237 2409Non—Metropolitan 2078 2010 2146
Table 18: Taxi drivers’ salary preference by area of operation
  
 
    
        
       
Taxi drivers in metropolitan areas asked for a minimum wage which is approximately R 250per month more than their counterparts in non-metropolitan areas. This closely correlateswith the R200 difference in reported salaries between metropolitan and non-metropolitanareas and serves as confirmation of a real difference in salaries between these areas. This isalso suggested also by the owners’ responses — see Table 6 above.
Wages for Fare—collectors
Approximately one-third (142) of the drivers indicated that they made use of fare—collectorsand 97% of those who did (138) indicated that the fare-collectors were paid for doing thiswork. It is not clear whether fare-collectors are being paid from the wages of the driver orseparately by the employer from the takings of the day.19 The available information indicatesthat fare—collectors are paid approximately R 30 per day — equivalent to approximately R 650per month (assuming that there are approximately 22 working days in a month).
Table 19: Average Daily Wage of Fare Collectors, by type of area
It appears that fare-collectors are paid approximately R 15 more in metropolitan than non-metropolitan areas — the average daily wage in metropolitan areas is R 37 compared to R 21 innon—metropolitan areas.
ALLOWANCES RELATED TO REMUNERATIONFrom the responses of drivers and employers it appears that costs related to toll-roads,maintenance, licensing and insurance are generally accepted as the responsibility of theemployers, while drivers appear to be responsible for costs such as traffic fines for exceeding
“R
19 This question was not included in the questionnaire.
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distance trips, and even in these circumstances will only cover accommodation costs.However, in most cases it seems that the accommodation expenses are not applicable — three-qualters of long-distance drivers sleep in the taxi and only a small proportion (11%) use some
Deductions
As noted above, there appears to be a fairly clear division of the main financial responsibilityWith respect to the operational costs of a taxi — owners appear to be responsible for petrol,maintenance, insurance, licensing and repairs where the driver is not at fault while drivers areresponsible for cleaning the vehicle, repairs where they have caused an accident and trafficfines for overloading or speeding. However, elements of cost-sharing arrangements appear tobe common. Such arrangements apply in the event of accidents — drivers reported that in 6%of instances where the driver is not at fault they share20 the repair costs with the employer.Where the driver is at fault, 13% of drivers indicated that they would be required to partiallybear the costs of the accident repair with the owner. In the remaining 87%, drivers wereresponsible for the full cost.
A small proportion of drivers (9%) reported that at some point their employers had madewage or salary deductions with which they did not agree. The instances that led to suchdeductions include drivers making less money than was expected, being absent from work,
3;an $63:th
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WORKING HOURS21
Drivers tend to work either for the entire week (70% of all drivers) or six days a week (21%).They tend to spend approximately 13 hours at work each day, of Which about 3.5 hours isspent waiting for fares. The assumption that the working week includes all or part of theweekend is shared by employers — 40 of the 45 owners indicated that they expected theirdrivers to work on Saturdays and Sundays.
   Number ofdaysper week worked—-n
Metropolitan Long distancem 8%
Table 20: Number of days per week worked, by area and type of driving
 
               
  
      Non-Metropolitan   
  
  
 
Although the hours of work do not vary significantly by the type of area or the type ofdriving, it appears that long distance drivers are less likely than short distance drivers to workseven days a week — 80% of drivers in metropolitan areas work for seven days a weekcompared to 62% of drivers in non-metropolitan areas.
Table 21: Starting and ending working times for a typical weekday
As can be seen from the table above the largest proportion of drivers (41% of all drivers) startwork between 5 and 6 am. and end work between 6 and 8 pm. during a typical weekday.
R
21 We did not ask drivers to estimate the amount of time they spent driving their taxi during a working day!
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Similarly, only 18% of employers (8 out of 44) indicated that they paid their drivers
additional amounts for working longer than usual hours.
Working on a Public Holiday
Almost three quarters of drivers (74%) indicated that they are generally required to work on a
public holiday, and that in most cases (80%) the hours of work in these cases are either the
same or longer than on a normal weekday. As with Sunday work, almost all drivers (97%)
reported they earned the same pay for such work as was usually paid for a weekday.
Meal Breaks
Drivers generally take what amounts to their lunch break at some point during the day when
they are waiting for passengers. There is usually no fixed time for taking this break and no
fixed duration of the break.
LEAVE
A number of serious difficulties appear to be encountered with respect to leave. Drivers have
indicated that the consequence of unauthorised leave is usually instant dismissal and that in
order to obtain even unpaid leave they are expected to find a substitute driver for their period
of absence. The examples of responses below give a sense of the power relationships between
employers and employees in this sector:
I'll be replaced with immediate eflect and lose myjob.
Ifyou take leave then thejob is going to stop - it means you are automaticallyfired.
I have tofind someone he knows to work during my absence.
I have to organise the driver and also pay him ifI don ’t want to lose myjob.
I won ’t be paid and I’11 have tofind a reliable substitute driver to coverfor me.
Annual leave
Only a very small proportion (3%) of drivers received paid annual leave. The average
duration of the annual leave for those who did so amounted to 14 days. All those who
received leave pay indicated that it was equal to the amount that they normally earned.
m
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A further 20% of the drivers in the sample indicated that their employers allowed them to takeunpaid leave during the year. The number of days of unpaid leave amounted to an average ofeight days per annum.
Sick leave
About one-third of drivers were allowed to take sick leave, but only about two-fifths of thesedrivers received their pay during their sick leave.
Maternity and Paternity Leave
Given the small numbers of women employed as drivers in the taxi industry, we have to becautious about interpreting drivers’ responses to questions about maternity leave.Approximately one third of all drivers (32%) said that female taxi drivers can, on average,take up to three months maternity leave at a time. Of these, about 40% thought that thewoman would be paid during that leave. However, it would appear unlikely, given thegeneral difficulties with leave reported above, plus the fact that paid leave is not provided forin the BCEA whereas paid annual leave is, that taxi-owners would pay someone on maternityleave. It is not surprising that only 8% of all drivers thought that male drivers would beallowed to take paternity leave, whether paid or unpaid, although the BCEA’S provision forfamily responsibility leave should cover this situation.
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CHAPTER FIVE
STAKEHOLDER RESPOSES AND SUBMISSIONS
PHASE ONE: DATA COLLECTION
This phase dealt with the administrative processes and data collection through workshops and
literature reviews.
Publication of a Notice
Public comments were invited through a notice that was published in the Government Gazette
No. R.1046 of 3 September 1999. Interested parties had 30 days to submit their written
representations to the Employment Conditions Commission. The period was extended by
another 30 days since the response was poor. The extension notice was published in the
national newspapers.
The majority of submissions were received from employees or their representative unions
such as the South African Transport and Allied Workers Union (SATAW U ).
Provincial Workshops
Provincial offices of the Department of Labour were requested to organise workshops with a
wide range of stakeholders. This was done in two phases. The first phase was conducted from
May through September 2000, with the aim of raising awareness about the need‘ for a sectoral
determination. The second phase was conducted in July-August 2001 and consisted of formal
public hearings in all provinces except KwaZulu-Natal. The session in KwaZulu-Natal had to
be cancelled due to an upsurge in taxi—related violence in the week prior to the meeting.
PHASE Two: CONSULTATION
This phase involved the processing of the information gathered during phase one as well as
consultation with key role players.
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Working Time
The Basic Conditions of Employment Act of 1997 and the NEDLAC Code on theArrangement of Working Time emphasizes on the fact that the employer must take into
requires that employees not work more than 45 hours per week. There should also besufficient rest periods of at least 12 hours per day and 36 hours per week. Variations areallowed in terms of averaging of hours.
adverse effects on their salary. In particular, drivers who are paid on a commission basis areforced to work long hours. Both employers and employees are aware that there are alsodifferences between long and short distance drivers, in particular that long-distance driversmay only work intermittently Whereas short-distance drivers have a more regular workingroutine. Employers have proposed a six-day working week, With a 12-hour working day, forshort distance drivers. It was suggested by owners that long distance drivers also work fortwelve hours a day.
Meal intervals
Meal intervals are usually not formalised in the taxi sector. This is as a result of the nature ofthe operation. Instead, employees time their meal breaks according to the availability ofpassengers.
Overtime refers to the portion of time which an employee works in excess of the ordinaryhours of work prescribed by the law.
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Taxi workers indicated during the public hearings that, in the taxi sector, it is practically
impossible to regulate payment of overtime, except in cases of special trips. In other words, it
was submitted that averaging of hours of work would be appropriate. One option would be an
arrangement that, if one has worked more than a specified number of hours in a specified
period, the employee will qualify for paid time-off.
Informants indicated that special trips are not paid separately because they are seen as part of
the driver’s duties. This conflicts with what emerges from the survey. Informants did,
however, report that the taxi owner assumes the responsibility of paying for meals for the
driver when they are on special trips. The taxi owner and driver negotiate the amount to be
paid. Sometimes the driver is required to submit receipts.
Leave Provisions
Annual leave
The Basic Conditions of Employment Act makes provision for paid leave of 21 consecutive
days per annum. It further makes provision that, if this is agreed by both parties, instead of
having 21 consecutive days, for every 17 days worked, the worker qualifies for one day of
annual leave or, alternatively, for every 17 hours worked, the workers qualifies for one hour
of annual leave.
Annual leave is normally not given in the taxi industry. Where leave is granted, it is leave
without pay. Most of the employers and employees at the hearings indicated that they prefer
the 21 days to be taken at intervals rather than consecutively. There appears to be a general
acknowledgement that annual leave should be granted in line with the Basic Conditions of
Employment Act. However, some employers argued that it would be too expensive to grant
paid annual leave.
Sick leave
The Basic Conditions of Employment Act makes provision for 36 days of paid sick leave to
be taken in a cycle of three years. It further makes provision that, for the first six months in
employment, the employee is entitled to one day paid sick leave for every 26 days worked.
The sick leave provision was discussed at the public hearings and again the employers
expressed their concern about the cost implications of such leave. In practice, when an
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The majority of employers felt that morally they should grant paid sick leave. This would bein the spirit of the Basic Conditions ofEmployment Act.
Family responsibility leaveIn the taxi sector, it is not standard practice for an employee to receive family responsibilityleave. In some instances when an employee has to attend a family funeral, the driver is givena few days leave and assisted by a donation either in the form of the use of the taxi or money.However, this arrangement is neither formally regulated nor universally applied.
employee’s child’s biIth, if the child is sick, the death of the employee’s spouse or life partneror the employee’s parent, adoptive parent, grandparent, child, adopted child, grandchild orsibling. Before paying an employee for such leave, an employer may require reasonable proofof the circumstances for which the leave was required.
Maternity leave
Employers and employees are in agreement that where women drivers are employed, theyshould be granted maternity leave as provided in the Basic Conditions ofEmployment Act.
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Termination of employment
The Basic Conditions of Employment Act makes provision for an employer to terminate the
contract of employment giving a notice of one to four weeks, depending on the employment
period of the employee with the employer. It further makes provision for the employer and the
employee to terminate the contract of employment without giving notice, by paying the
employee or paying the employer, as the case may be, in lieu of such notice.
The current situation in the taxi sector is that when an employer terminates the contract, no
notice is given. The same applies when the employee terminates the contract. The employers
said that one of their reasons for not granting any notice to employees is the perception that
the employee would try to damage the car or attempt to get it stolen.
Some employers submitted that efforts should be made to follow the disciplinary procedures
provided for in the Labour Relations Act. This approach would help improve the relationship
and trust, which would make it easier for both parties to give notice when there is a need to
terminate the employment relationship.
Severance pay
The Basic Conditions of Employment Act makes provision for payment during termination of
employment as a result of operational requirements. According to the Act, severance pay
should be at least one weeks pay for each completed year of service.
The severance pay provision was not discussed fully at the public hearings. It is only during
the discussions around notice that this issue was raised. The feeling of the employees was that
the provisions of the Basic Conditions of Employment Act should be applied.
Prohibition of employment of children
The Basic Conditions of Employment Act stipulates that employment of children under the
age of fifteen is an offence. During the public hearings, both employers and employees
reported that children are generally not employed in the sector. However, it was reported that
in the Northern Cape and Eastern Cape drivers are using the services of children (ages not
confirmed) to collect fares and monitor the passengers going in and out of the cars. In this
context, it has been submitted that, provision on the prohibition of the employment of children
should form part of the sectoral determination.
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Administrative obligations
The Basic Conditions of Employment Act provides for record keeping, and issuing of payslips and particulars of employment. During the hearings, both employers and employeesconfirmed that employees experience problems in opening bank accounts and accounts at
Deductions
The Basic Conditions of Employment Act makes provision for deductions to be made undercertain circumstances. Deductions can be made When the employee agrees to the deductionand the deduction must be not more than 25% of the employee’s earnings. During thehearings, the employers submitted that they are sometimes forced to make deductions becauseof the employee’s negligence, for example incurring traffic fines for speeding, not usingsafety belts, damaging the car, etc. They submitted that whenever the damages are the resultof the employee’s negligence, the cost should be deducted from the employee’s salary.Employees reported that they are forced to pay traffic fines for unroadworthy vehicles,something for which they are not responsible.
Social security
The Basic Conditions of Employment Act allows the Minister to establish a retirement fundfor the sector. During the hearings employers were concerned about the cost of establishing aprovident or pension fund, but agreed that some sort of scheme is necessary. At present if anemployee gets injured or dies as a result oftheir job, there are no financial benefits.
Both the employers and the employees also supported the establishment of a disability oraccident fund. V
Wages
The hearings revealed that there are different ways of remunerating employees. Options thatemerged are as follows:
0 payment on a commission basis;
0 a quota system where the pay is calculated on the number of persons transported thatday;
33,
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There were filrther differences Within these methods. In some cases expenses were included inthe pay and in others not. In some cases, employees received annual increases. In some casesthere were different levels of pay reflecting different skill levels or different categories ofwork. In some cases part of the payment was in kind rather than in case.
Contrary to the findings of the survey, it was reported during the hearings that most driversare currently paid on a quota system. As a result, in order to earn a decent wage, drivers musttransport a certain number ofpassengers per day.
example, those travelling from Tzaneen to Johannesburg were reported to receive R1,200 permonth. Local taxi drivers paid on a fixed scale were reported to receive between R100 andR250 per week.
One of the employees indicated that drivers would prefer straight pay of between R400 andR500 per week rather than a quota system.
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CHAPTER SIX
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SOCIo-ECONOMIC ISSUES
None of the drivers included in the survey had deductions drawn from their Wages for
contributions to either the Unemployment Insurance Fund (U113) or for medical aid or health
care. They also did not report any contributions for pension or provident funds fiom their
wages. Nor were any drivers paying contributions to such funds on their own. The only type
of fund for which contributions were made by some of the drivers was burial funds. However,
deductions for these fiom wages were made for only 10% of drivers. A further small
proportion of drivers (11%) made contributions directly to a burial fund of their own choice.
IMPACT OF HIV/AIDS ON THE SECTOR
The impact of HIV/A1DS on workers manifests itself at a number of different levels. It affects
the individual wage earner where it has a direct impact on the household. Transport workers
are generally considered to be a high risk category for HIV infection due to their geographical
mobility. The risk is highest for truck drivers many of whom travel great distances and are
away from home for prolonged periods. However, similar considerations may apply for taxi
workers, especially those who drive long distances that require periods away from home.
Harvey (2001) suggests that the fact that taxi drivers spend most of their time in taxi ranks
means that they are left out of many HIV/AIDS initiatives in which community and business
organisations are involved.
The survey revealed that none of the employers deduct contributions for medical aid and
insurance cover.
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT WITHIN SECTOR
The Transport Education and Training Authority (TETA) has become involved with the
promotion of skills training in the minibus taxi industry. TETA began planning pilot projects
in November 2002 and the programme was scheduled to commence in mid-2003. These pilot
projects are targeted in three critical areas, namely: professional driving for drivers, customer
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care for rank officials and business management skills for operators. Pilot projects are plannedfor all nine provinces. The number of targeted learners is 180 learners for professionaldriving, 90 learners for customer care and 180 learners for business management skills”.
In August 2003, TETA chief executive, Piet Bothma, announced a new initiative focusing onlegal training for taxi drivers. He said that TETA would hold workshops to provide interested
workshops will be conducted in a variety of languages and Will cover topics including theNational Land Transport Transition Act, provincial transport laws, the National Traffic Act,the Road Safety Act and the Constitution. Issues relating to the Employment Equity Act andthe Skills Development Act will also be tackled. This project is planned to run until February2004 and Will cover all nine provinces.
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